Khosla joins Eastwood in lawsuit hall of fame

FOURTEEN YEARS ago, Clint Eastwood was hauled into civil court by a wheelchair-bound woman who claimed she’d suffered discrimination at Mission Ranch because of inadequate handicapped access, and she asked the court to order Eastwood to pay her millions of dollars.

The problem was, she made up her story of not being able to get into the ranch’s office or find an accessible restroom, and the jury saw right through the tale when it caught her in a lie about when she was there. The award: nothing.

That happy result wouldn't have happened if Eastwood had buckled under and paid the woman at the outset to avoid the expense and trouble of trial. Instead, knowing her claim was BS, he insisted on seeing the lawsuit all the way through.

For his determination, Eastwood deserves the thanks of the Carmel business community — and, indeed, of businesses throughout the state. He exposed a phony ADA lawsuit, not only discouraging that particular plaintiff from trying it again, but making it harder for fake ADA suits to be successful anywhere.

A couple of weeks ago, we reported about another abusive lawsuit — this one filed by environmentalists against a Silicon Valley entrepreneur. The lawsuit's claim — that a business can be forced to stay open to the public even though its owner wants to shut it down — is ridiculous on its face. Still, the lawsuit is getting lot of attention in the media and from publicity-hungry politicians. Why?

Because the business provided access to the beach.

It's true that most California beaches are open to the public, but only below the mean high tide line. Above that, many beaches are private property, and it doesn't matter how much the public enjoys going to Disneyland or the local shopping mall has to remain open just because it always has been. And it doesn't matter at all how much the public enjoys going to Disneyland or to the mall — the owners can shut them down any time they want to.

It also doesn't matter whether the public has been crossing private property to reach something that belongs to the public. One of the basic rights of property ownership is the right to decide who can set foot on it — regardless of how long it may have been open, or how desirable something is that's on the other side.

Since the law is firmly against them, the environmentalists who want Martin’s Beach to be reopened have used every dirty trick in the book to try to intimidate the owner into unlocking the gate. But the owner — venture capitalist Vinod Khosla — has resisted their campaign of harassment and blackmail, and for that he is a hero.

Of course, it's true that access to beaches is a major public benefit, but it's not the only thing that matters. So does respect for private property and the law.

For his willingness to stand up for what's right despite intense pressure in the media and the courts, we hereby announce that Vinod Khosla has been selected, along with Clint Eastwood, for membership in the lawsuit hall of fame.
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Forest Theater doesn't belong on petition

Dear Editor,

If my reading of the petition to recall Jason Stilwell is correct, the group behind the petition cites the Forest Theater as a reason for recall.

As vice president of the Forest Theater Foundation, I feel the necessity to set the record straight. We have had nothing but encouragement and positive action from Stilwell to resolve the problems at the venue.

The foundation has worked on the problem since 2000. Since then, different city administrators have tried to get something going but when the economy sank, so did any progress. The closing of the Forest Theater is the result of many, many years of neglect and postponements. You cannot blame any individual. Since Stilwell has assumed office, he has done all he can, subject to city council wishes, to find ways to repair and eventually preserve and upgrade this important Carmel fixture. I truly believe that we are now on a path to short term and long term solutions.

Walt deFaria, Carmel

Piling on never helps

Dear Editor,

Having perused the details of the petition to remove Jason Stilwell in last week’s Pine Cone, I would like to address a major flaw that disturbs me greatly. I am referring to the mention of the Forest Theater, and the misguided attempt to blame city staff, specifically the city administrator, for a lack of plan for its re-opening. I am not familiar with many of the listed issues, but when it comes to the Forest Theater, I consider myself extremely well informed.

First, let’s be clear. It was not the city administrator who closed the facility. It was our part-time building inspector from the City of Monterey. He city had a clear plan going forward — with renovation work expected in 2015 and 2016. This plan, unfortunately, was delayed due to lack of capital expense dollars, was made possible due to Measure K, whose passage can be credited to the current city council and staff.

This was the first time in recent memory that fixing the Forest Theater was actually included in the city’s annual goals and key initiatives. The Stilwell budget included roughly $1M for the theater in 2014-15, and listed another $2M needed in 2015-16 to complete the work. Unfortunately, later time beat us to the punch. The old gal just can’t keep up.
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